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Polyelectrolyte gels are known to exhibit strong response to changes in salt concentration, an effect attributed to osmotic effects. 
Traditional theories are insufficient to describe all the properties observed in experiments; namely, reentrant swelling effects at high 
salt concentrations and complete polyelectrolyte collapse at high salt valencies. We incorporate liquid-state integral equation theories 
to account for the many-body correlations between finite-sized ions in a strongly charged polyelectrolyte gel. This represents a theory 
for such systems that goes well beyond well-known Debye-Huckel (DH) and Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theories. We demonstrate that 
charge correlations give rise to enhanced gel deswelling, a first-order collapse to a highly correlated state at large valencies, and 
counterion size-dependent reentrant swelling. Such ion-specific effects provide routes for practical control of stimuli-responsive 
polymeric materials based on polyelectrolyte gels, and deeper understanding of biological systems. 

We demonstrate that osmotic reversals (top) can occur at high 
salt concentrations, and these can complement Coulombic 
cohesion effects (bottom) to reveal an array of ion-specific 
swelling behaviors involving reentrant transitions, discrete gel 
collapse, and enhanced deswelling. These arise from local  ion 
correlation structure, which is calculated using liquid state 
theory (top right). local structure. A distinct increase in the size of the oscillatory

portion of the correlation function is associated with the
formation of structure on larger length scales than the
neighboring ions such that there is a clear excess of similarly
charged ions two ion-diameters away from the central ion.
These bridging correlations are characteristic of a transition
toward a Wigner crystal phase that has crystalline-like order on
small length scales, though full Wigner crystal behavior is
prevented due to presence of the neutral polymer enforcing the
V! ! 1.0 constraint. This is observed also as the solution gets
more dense for multivalent ions, which is observed regardless of
the state of the gel phase. This is shown in Figure 10a, which
plots hij as a function of r for a number of solution
concentrations !S. These clusters in solution manifest once
again as oscillatory correlation functions, which become
signi!cant and result in a large cohesive energy at large !S.
This oscillation does not occur signi!cantly in monovalent
solutions, as demonstrated in Figure 9b, which plots the
analogous correlation functions h for q± = 1.0. While we have
restricted ourselves to symmetric valency salts, it is expected
that asymmetric valencies and sizes would enrich this behavior
further.
We note that these features are indeed experimentally

observed in polyelectrolyte gels, namely in the work by Horkay
et al.28,29,32,43 While these investigations typically involve ion
exchange (monovalent counterions are replaced with di- or
trivalent counterions) that is not something investigated in this
work, the physics of the observed discrete transitions can
nevertheless be attributed to similar !rst-order correlation-
based e"ects; the Coulombic attractions between charged
species are being signi!cantly increased upon introduction of
highly valent counterions. These works attribute the discrete

and sudden collapse to concentration-dependent contributions
to the "-parameter, which is theoretically known to induce such
chain collapse.18 Such theoretical models corroborate this
statement, however leave open the question of the molecular
interpretation of the phenomenological form used for the "-
parameter. Subsequent simulation also reproduced these
features, and postulated the possibility of electrostatic e"ects
leading to collapse.33 In our work we have assumed that the
dispersive interactions implied by a "-parameter are not
rendered, and demonstrate that this collapse can indeed be
observed solely through electrostatic correlations. While there
are similarities between these two collapse transitions, namely
the !rst order character of the collapse, there are some
quantitative di"erences upon comparison of our calculations in
Figure 5 to the work of Horkay et al.28,29,43 with regards to the
value of V! at which the transition is observed. This value of V!
is much larger in experiments. We note that some of the e"ects
neglected in our work, namely correlations due to connectivity
and dielectric self-energy e"ects, may lead to this disparity. This
suggests further work into these aspects of the calculation will
be needed to obtain complete quantitative reproduction of
experimental data.

Reentrant Swelling in Polyelectrolyte Gels. At large
values of !S for HC and HC"HNC the polymer gels begin to
swell in a process known as reentrant swelling. This transition is
observed in the literature,13 and recent work on traditional D
models have shown that it is recovered upon addition of a
phenomenological excluded volume term to the expression for
the gel free energy.44 We no longer require such a
phenomenological excluded volume term, though we still
retain such a term for the polymer, due to the inclusion of
excluded volume in both HC and HNC in a more rigorous

Figure 11. (a) V! versus !S for f = 0.05 and a+ = 0.8nm, in the HC calculation that neglects electrostatic interactions. a" is varied from 0.3"1.2nm,
which is demonstrated to strongly e"ect the value of !S where reentrant swelling occurs. (b) V! versus Vex!S " CHC [!#"IG " !#"0.8,IG] (CHC = 0.25),
based on eq 19, which describes the underlying physics governing reentrant swelling. !#"0.8,IG serves as a reference such that the case of a" = 0.8 is
not shifted by the ideal gas chemical potential term. All traces fall onto a universal curve upon rescaling via eq 19. This rescaling is conceptually
illustrated in the bottom graphs whose colored frames correspond to the similarly colored arrows in part b. At low salt, the osmotic pressure inside
the globule leads to large swelling due to the low osmotic pressure outside the globule. At medium salt, the number of ions outside are similar to the
number of mobile (i.e., the nonorange ions on the gel diagram) and there is no driving force to swell. At high salt concentrations, the number of ions
outside exceeds the mobile ions inside the gel and there is a chemical potential di"erence that drives these ions into the gel such that it undergoes
reentrant swelling.
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fashion. This allows us to probe more deeply the physics
concerning the reentrant swelling and the e!ect that charge
plays in manipulating this behavior.
Reentrant swelling only appears upon the introduction of

excluded volume e!ects, so we initially examine only the HC
case to avoid e!ects due to electrostatics. It is possible to
change the magnitude of these e!ects by adjusting the radius of
the ions. We demonstrate this in Figure 11a, where the
counterion size a! was changed from 0.3 to 1.2 nm. The
location of the reentrant swelling changes drastically, with
larger ions rapidly inducing reentrant swelling while small ions
demonstrate this e!ect only at very large values of !S and
exhibit much slower reswelling as !S increases. This suggests
that the system would demonstrate the appropriate limit of
!S,reswelling ! " as ai ! 0. Conceptually, the inclusion of a V! >
1 constraint on the volume of the gel combined with the "nite
volume of the ions restricts the !+ and !! from continuously
increasing as quickly as !S; while in the D case the overall ! in
the gel is always slightly larger than outside, the HC case allows
for 2!S > !! + !+. This ultimately results in an increase in the
external chemical potential in the solution relative to a gel that
drives ions into the gel phase such that the gel must swell to
accommodate the extra ions.
The argument that the reentrant swelling is driven by

excluded volume suggests that it is necessary to renormalize the
concentration to be a volume percent !S ! !SVex where Vex #
4"(a!

3 + a+
3)/3 represents the excluded volume. The

di!erence in the ideal gas portion of the chemical potential
must be likewise taken to account, as the number di!erence at
comparable !SVex drives the ionic species into the gel; the ideal
portion of the osmotic pressure is much smaller if there are a
small number of large ions than if there were large numbers of

smaller ions. Normalizing for these e!ects, we aim to collapse
all of the traces onto a single universal reentrant swelling curve.
The argument for such universal behavior is that the chemical
potential in a gel that is constrained to be slightly swollen (V! $
1!2) will undergo a transition from !#" < 0 to !#" > 0 as !S is
increased, and this represents the universal reentrant swelling
point. The chemical potentials of each phase can be written as
the two contributions, an ideal portion #IG # ln (!+!!) and a
hard core portion #HC # %i!iai

3 $ Vex(!! + !+). This results in
the relationship for the critical reswelling concentration !S*:
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where the subscript P indicates that this should be evaluated at
the value of V! of the plateau, and the value !#* is the change
in chemical potential at the transition point due to excluded
volume and ideal gas contributions. !#* = 0 for the HC case,
but this will need to be revised upon including electrostatics.
Renormalization based on this scaling argument is shown in
Figure 11b using a proportionality constant CHC = 0.25 for all
traces, which indeed demonstrates the collapse of the reentrant
swelling using eq 19. We note that these arguments
qualitatively describe the trends seen in Figure 2 as well; the
larger values of f correspond to a larger concentration of ions
within the gel, leading to a larger concentration of ions outside
the gel needed to overcome the gel chemical potential. This in
turn leads reentrant swelling at larger values of !S for larger f,
which is indeed observed.

Figure 12. (a) V! versus Vex!S for f = 0.05 and a± = 0.8 nm. The HC!HNC case is used, with q± varied from 0.0!3.0. Reentrant swelling is shifted to
the right upon increasing the electrostatic interactions through the increase in q±. (b) Using the prediction in eq 21, we plot V! versus Vex!S ! CESq±

2

for the same curves (CES $ 0.009). All of the traces lie along the same universal reentrant swelling curve, suggesting that eq 21 captures the essential
physics to describe the e!ect of valency on reentrant swelling. This e!ect is shown conceptually in the bottom "gures, whose colors correspond to
the limiting colors in parts a and b. At low valencies, Coulombic attractions are small, but at high valencies the Coulombic attractions (symbolically
represented with purple arrows) are large and counteract the driving force for these ions to move into the globule. A much larger di!erence in mobile
ion concentrations must be realized before this attraction can be overcome and reentrant swelling is realized.
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volume V! at a small but nonzero V! near one of these
transitions. We can further interrogate the electrostatic nature
of this transition by manipulating the valency of the ions, and
choose a value for !S,n = 0.0015 to observe the evolution of the
landscape !" G,MF(V!). The results are shown in Figure 8a, which
demonstrates similar features to the behavior of !" G,MF with !S.
At low valencies, a broad minimum is observed that is
representative of the swollen state. As q± is increased
incrementally, this minimum moves toward lower values of
V! and ultimately a second minimum is observed at V! = 1.0 to
represent the collapsed state. At q± ! 2.2, the swollen
minimum becomes unstable and the system is always driven
to the collapsed state.
The observation that there is a !rst order transition to the

collapsed state due to either q± or !S indicates that the
evolution to this state relies simultaneously on the energy of the
collapsed gel (via the charge valency) and the osmotic driving
force to swell the gel (via !S). This draws analogy to the
calculations performed for polyelectrolyte solutions by Solis
and Olvera de la Cruz that treat the relative energies between
the collapsed and swollen chain conformations using two-state
approximations where the polymer is treated as either a
collapsed Wigner crystal or an extended rod.34,35 We no longer

require the division of conformational space into these extreme
states, and treat a system that is topologically di"erent (gel
versus free chain) but the essential physics is similar; there is a
competition between the ion entropy associated with the
expanded state and the electrostatic energy associated with the
collapsed state that cannot be captured with traditional
Poisson"Boltzmann theories.
Crucial to the theories of Solis and Olvera de la Cruz is the

assumption of a “Wigner crystal” state that provides a
description of the behavior of multivalent ions in dense
solutions and a requisite for the understanding of the chemical
potential due to ion correlations.34,35 The use of liquid state
theories in HC"HNC allows the direct calculation of these
types of correlations, and subsequently demonstrates the
approach to a highly correlated Wigner crystal state in the
collapsed gel. This can be visualized by plotting the correlation
function hij as a function of r. Figure 7 demonstrates a
characteristic plot of V! versus !S for q± = 2.0 and f = 0.05,
which demonstrates a collapse transition. From along this
trajectory, we plot in Figure 9 the hij associated with the
collapse transition (both for the solution and for the gel).
Following the discrete transition observed in the thermody-
namic variables, there is a corresponding discrete change in the

Figure 9. hij(r) versus r for q± = 2.0 and f = 0.05, where h11 refers to the like-charge correlation function and h12 corresponds to opposite charges.
Two concentrations, o"set by 0.3 are shown; !1 = 0.004 is immediately preceding the collapse transition and !2 = 0.007 is in the collapsed state.
Solution correlation functions are in darker colors, gel correlation functions in brighter colors. The inset highlights the oscillatory nature of hij,!2 in
the gel, which demonstrates that the gel is driven toward a Wigner crystal state. This is conceptually demonstrated to the side for both the swollen
(!1 = 0.004) state and the collapsed (!2 = 0.007) state (colors in the diagram correspond to similarly colored traces). In the swollen case, both the
gel and solution correlations do not oscillate and the central ion (in this representation, positive) induces a local preference for negative ions. In the
collapsed case, however, the gel phase oscillates which we indicate by the ordering of positive-minus-positive that is represented by the oscillatory
hij,!2 function. It is this ordering that is characteristic of the collapse transition.

Figure 10. (a) hij(r) versus r for f = 0.05 and q± = 1.0. No oscillatory behavior is seen in the correlations, upon comparing like-charge correlation
functions (gray, h11) to opposite-charge correlation functions (purple, h12), however hard-sphere correlations are observed. From darkest to lightest,
! = 0.001, 0.020, and 0.04. (b) Same plot as in part a, only with q± = 2.0. Upon increasing valency, oscillatory h(r) is seen at large values of !S.
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